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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the Lighthouse Baptist Church in 1 
Santa Maria, CA—and your brain masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 2 
[TRUTH] 3 
Most of the talk this week was about Mueller's statement — This is a good time to review 4 
what we know about Mueller and his attempted prosecution of President Trump. So, 5 
before I go there, let me roll over what I consider are the hot button items for this week. 6 
First, we heard that Netflix is "reconsidering" their relationship with Georgia if that state 7 
joins the four other states that lately passed a Heartbeat Bill into Law. Well, it did! Of 8 
course, talk is out there that Netflix is stuck in the tar pits and on its way into extinction. 9 
We'll see. I certainly am not interesting in continuing my relationship with Netflix. 10 
Disney is supposed to be moving into that industry like a bull in the china closet. 11 
However … 12 
Even Disney sides with the baby murderers. But why are they focused on Georigia? They 13 
did not say anything about Kentucky (3/15 — Heartbeat Bill), Mississippi (3/21 — 14 
Heartbeat Bill), Ohio (3/25 — Heartbeat Bill, or Louisiana (5/29 — Heartbeat Bill). And 15 
that does not include the six other states that have lately passed significant abortion 16 
restriction laws. Eleven states — and counting.  17 
Obama's baby murdering judges in some of these states have blocked implementation of 18 
the law, but not in all of them; at least not yet. Why are Netflix and Disney focused on 19 
Georgia? Stacey Abrams — she refuses to concede the election to Kemp. I tell you, 20 
refusing to accept elections has become a staple of Democrat politics — and while 21 
election fraud is a problem wherever human nature prevails over conscience — it's a 22 
particular problem in the Democrat controlled areas of the country today. 23 
I don't have time right now to stop and go look it up — I don't remember the name of the 24 
gay activists who said it, but I remember keenly what was said at a Gay Pride march in 25 
SFO — "We are coming after your children." They have certainly made good on that 26 
threat. 27 
You heard about the teacher who was pressuring an eight year old boy to believe he was a 28 
girl trapped in a boy's body? Here is an article about a former Miss Gay Ohio America 29 
that has been hired to teach teenagers "the building blocks of how to do drag." This will be 30 
a summer library class; the course is titled Drag 101. This is happening in Delaware 31 
County District Library.  32 
Abortion and the promotion of the life threatening and perverse Homosexual lifestyle are 33 
coming into clear focus for the 2020 election. It's 2020 vision in 2020. The issues are being 34 
clarified for us — there is no more nonsense about the abortion agenda — it's about 35 
killing infants all the way up to term — the mask is off. These people believe that it's okay 36 
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to murder babies. The same thing is happening in the battle for the sanity of our nation 37 
regarding gender distinctions — it's clear that those who promote the homosexual 38 
lifestyle are unpacking all sorts of perversities into our culture — including the nonsense 39 
about 51 genders, gender fluidity, and so forth — and pressure is increasing to accept the 40 
idea that pedophilia is just another "orientation" — GOD wake UP THIS NATION! 41 
Please. These people have become sick in their mind and soul. 42 
2020 is coming fast — we need to be looking closely at the election fraud issue. 43 
Special prayer meeting Sunday night about the upcoming 2020 election with instruction 44 
on how to engage in spiritual warfare and the importance of it — how you can make a 45 
huge difference. 46 
TRUMP TWEETS about his tariffs on imports from Mexico: "On June 10th, the United 47 
States will impose a 5% Tariff on all goods coming into our Country from Mexico, until 48 
such time as illegal migrants coming through Mexico, and into our Country, STOP. The 49 
Tariff will gradually increase until the Illegal Immigration problem is remedied."  50 
Trump is right to pressure Mexico to take care of their border. 51 
Here is a Muslim Imam that is speaking out, calling on his fellow Muslims to become 52 
outspoken in opposition to the radical jihadis: Tawhidi. But is this too little too late, and 53 
can we trust him? I hope so. 54 
Here is a pretty picture of a SFO street something like a block or two from Nancy Pelosi's 55 
mansion. Unreal! 56 
Thank you for voting for Newsome. Now he can spread his politics that corrupted and 57 
ruined SFO to the entire State: "San Francisco is the nation’s leader in property crime. 58 
Burglary, larceny, shoplifting, and vandalism are included under this ugly umbrella. In 59 
2017 over 30,000 reports of car break-ins were filed, and the current average is 51 per 60 
day." — The City Journal. 61 
I understand more people are watching reruns of Spongebob than CNN. 62 
Well, that's random! But maybe it tells us that liberalism is loosing its grip on the national 63 
conscience.  64 
Here is a little something you should find interesting and helpful when discussing what's 65 
what with your liberal friends: Here is a break down of the Net worth of Trump, Obama 66 
and Clinton before and after running for President. 67 
First, before running for President: Trump family: $4.5 billion; Obama - $3 million; 68 
Clinton - $480,000 69 
Today: Trump family: $3 billion; Obama - $40 million; Clinton - $100 million. 70 
So, who is in it for the money? The love of money is the root of all evil —  71 
More proof of what we already knew: JW mentioned in  @BIZPACReview  : "Judicial 72 
Watch has obtained proof that the Obama White House was fully cognizant of the lies 73 
about Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s email use." 74 
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Okay, one more item I want to throw in to the show before first break. Here is rock solid 75 
evidence that liberals operate under the spirit of antichrist: JPMorgan Chase accused of 76 
purging accounts of conservative activists.1 How does that prove the liberals today are 77 
under the control of the spirit of antichrist? 78 
One of the most well known identifiers of the Antichrist is the mark of the beast. One of 79 
the primary monikers of the Antichrist is The Beast. In Revelation 16:2 and 19:20 the 80 
prophet speaks of those who receive the "mark of the beast" and openly worship the beast 81 
in defiance of God and His Son, Jesus Christ. 82 
Many believe it's 666, but that is only part of the story. The 666 comes from Revelation 83 
13:18 where it says, "Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number 84 
of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and 85 
six" (Revelation 13:18). As you know, a score is twenty — unless you are a druggie — and 86 
three score is 60, so the number is 666. But, like I said, there is more to it that this. 87 
The verse before this warns against taking the mark of the beast, or the name of the beast, 88 
or the number of the name. So there are three things to avoid, not only the number, but 89 
the name, and the mark. I'll be going into this thoroughly in my prophecy course when 90 
we get to our study of Revelation. 91 
And yet, there is yet more to this than a mark, a number, and a number of the name. It's 92 
about controlling buying and selling. Specifically, unless you are identified with the beast 93 
by his name, his number, or the number of his name, you will not be able to buy or sell: 94 
"And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast, 95 
or the number of his name," (Revelation 13:17). Then verse 18 gives us the key identifier, 96 
which is the number of his name — or 666. 97 
Everyone knows the Antichrist is a servant of Satan who will rule the world under his 98 
power. He hates Christ, and despises His rule over the earth, and wars to rid the world of 99 
Christ's rule by ridding the world of all Christians. Right now, Christians are the number 100 
one most persecuted people on the planet. 101 
Now, we know the Bible says Satan is the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that 102 
now works in the children of disobedience (Ephesians 2:1-2). These "children of 103 
disobedience" are those who disobey the KING, Jesus Christ; they defy Him and reject 104 
His rule in the earth (Psalm 2). Of course, Jesus anticipated this. In a parable He 105 
described the current situation: while He is away, "his citizens hated Him, and sent a 106 
message after Him, saying, We will not have this man to reign over us" (Luke 19:4).  107 
Anyway, my point is that the Chase Manhattan Bank shows evidence that they are under 108 
the control of that spirit that will deny to you the right and power to buy and sell if they 109 
don't like your political alignment — never in the history of America has the spirit of 110 
antichrist been so strong — it's 2020. Get clarity. 111 
                                     
1  https://nypost.com/2019/05/25/jpmorgan-chase-accused-of-purging-accounts-of-conservative-
activists/?utm_source=twitter_sitebuttons&utm_medium=site%20buttons&utm_campaign=site%20button
s … via @nypost 
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The election in 2020 is a decision to go after the spirit of Jesus Christ or the spirit of 112 
antichrist. 113 
Okay, gotta go to break. 114 
I called Mueller a thug for the first time, I think it was, in June of 2016. DiNesh tweeted: 115 
"Yes! Thugs aren’t just delinquents who rob grocery stores. When you use the police 116 
agencies of government to prosecute a nakedly political agenda, seeking to overturn the 117 
result of a democratic election, in the absence of any proven collusion or crimes, you are 118 
basically a thug." 119 
Mueller's statement on the Mueller Report might be summarized in these words: "The 120 
report speaks for itself!" I'll say it does. In the next segment, let's do an overview of the 121 
history  122 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor at the Lighthouse, 123 
your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern lighter, lighting the lamps in the church 124 
belfry arch, signaling the enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 125 
liberty. 126 
Most of the talk this week seems to have been related in one way or another to Mueller's 127 
statement on the Mueller Report. I think he summarized is aptly when he said, "The 128 
report speaks for itself!" 129 
Trump and all who appreciate what he is doing for this country agrees: well that was 130 
lame. What was the point of that? Nothing new! Graham is right: anyone hoping Mueller 131 
would provide a catalyst to reopen the investigation will be disappointed. In fact, 132 
Mueller's statement was a perfect summation of the entire investigation — a DUD! A 133 
perfect waste of time. 134 
He said, "a fundamental principle of our government” is that no person, not even the 135 
president, “is above the law.” Well, isn't that interesting. Of course we all agree. In fact, I 136 
would be so bold as to say to Mr. Mueller that "a fundamental principle of our 137 
government is that no person, not even Robert Mueller, is above the law — AND 138 
NEITHER ARE HILLARY AND OBAMA, by the way. Let's apply some good ole no one 139 
is above the law to HILLARY, shall we? You stinking hypocrite!  140 
Now, the way most liberals are taking this is that Mueller betrayed them. Mueller says, no 141 
one, not even the President is above the law, and yet he refused to recommend 142 
prosecution against Trump, or even to make any declarations regarding whether he 143 
believed Trump did in fact violate the law— so, from their point of view he is a hypocrite 144 
because they think Mueller believes Trump did violate law, and has proof of it, stipulated 145 
in his report, but that because of a DOJ policy not to indict a sitting President, he punted. 146 
But wait a minute. He has refused even to declare what laws, if any, Trump supposedly 147 
violated. So the liberals are angry, because they feel their effort to impeach would be 148 
greatly enhanced if Mueller would declare that he does believe Trump obstructed justice. 149 
And he would! But, you see, they have missed it. 150 
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Mueller did not recommend any charges because there were no charges he could make 151 
that would stick. He has been around the block on this sort of thing hundreds of times in 152 
his career — he knows full well that all his efforts to find a way to build a case against 153 
Trump failed. All he has are anecdotes that only look suspicious if they are made to look 154 
suspicious, and only believable by those who want to believe the worst about Trump. 155 
Every one of the "evidences" he points to can very easily be dismissed by even a 156 
moderately intelligent first year Law school student. You see, Mueller is a clever devil. He 157 
knows he will be made to look foolish and peevish, and petty, and little if this all got aired 158 
out in open court. In environments when the "script" can be carefully controlled and 159 
manipulated, he and his liberal friends can use his report to strengthen suspicion — and 160 
keep it alive. 161 
But if this were to go into court — first, it would have not allowed him to get the report 162 
into the hands of the cover up operatives who are using all of this as a ruse to keep 163 
attention off Hillary and Obama and Mueller, et al, and second, once the transcripts of a 164 
court case got into the hands of the people, it's over. He will be made out to be the 165 
greatest fool of the 21st century — which is still young, but still! 166 
Like I said back about a month ago, "Barr very appropriately dismissed all of Mueller's 167 
efforts to build a case with no evidence.  168 
All Mueller could hope for is to do his to bolster evil suspicion that Trump was 169 
obstructing justice when, as is evidenced by Mueller's refusal to commit himself and 170 
recommend charges, there was insufficient evidence to support. 171 
In fact, when you read the report, it's embarrassing that Mueller spent all this time and 172 
money because it's obvious each of the anecdotes Mueller uses to justify suspicion of 173 
Trump is entirely a matter of perspective. If you hate Trump and are convinced he 174 
obstructed justice, you can turn each story Mueller cited into support for that suspicion. 175 
If you support Trump, it's just as easy to see these stories as nothing more than Trump 176 
being Trump — with no intent to obstruct justice, but with every intention to see that 177 
justice was honestly sought and served. 178 
So, let's take a stroll down memory lane on the Mueller investigation. 179 
Who is this guy? Who is Mueller? 180 
He served as Director of the DOJ during the last term of Bush and the first term of 181 
Obama. From 01 to 13.  182 
Mueller officiated the full implementation of Obama's policy of Muslim appeasement. 183 
When he left the office in the hands of his protege, Comey, all the Muslim appeasement 184 
policies were set in place. Here is how that played out for us. From Show No. 626, aired 185 
6/11/16 "Under Comey, in 2016, Omar Mateen (Jihad headed Muslim male) murdered 49 186 
and injured 54 at an Orlando nightclub. Under Comey, the FBI twice investigated 187 
Mateen. Once this was because Mateen had been in contact with a suicide bomber. He 188 
was investigated again because of some threatening remarks he made to a co-worker. 189 
Mateen was known to attend a radical mosque in Orlando, but Comey's FBI, under the 190 
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Obama rules put in place by Mueller, were forbidden to investigate terror sponsoring 191 
mosques.  192 
The FBI, under Comey, a disciple of Mueller, an Obama operative, following the Obama 193 
rule implemented by his predecessor, Mueller, Mateen was cleared of suspicion and 194 
instead was made out to be a victim—yeah! Figure that one out! The investigation was 195 
closed on Mateen, because the FBI concluded that Mateen "was making terrorist threats 196 
only as a reaction to 'being marginalized because of his Muslim faith.'"  197 
Wait, it gets better, or rather, worse! A gun-store-owner was concerned when Mateen 198 
came in and tried to buy ammunition and body armor, so he reported it to the FBI — the 199 
FBI did nothing! Why! According to the Obama rule, put in place by Mueller, the FBI 200 
could not harass this crazy Muslim. Because he was Muslim, and that would not look 201 
good.  202 
This occurred shortly before the attack. All of this, plus the fact that the FBI knew Mateen 203 
travelled to Saudi Arabia a few times leading up to the attack, and then, adding insult to 204 
injury, after this man murdered 49 and wounded 53 others the FBI spokesperson 205 
dismissed this outrageous failure to stop an eminently stoppable travesty saying that "civil 206 
rights violations are a priority for the FBI" — he was not talking about the RIGHT TO 207 
LIFE of the people this creep murdered and the RIGHT TO PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY of 208 
the other 53 wounded and the nightclub terrorized — THEIR CIVIL RIGHTS DON'T 209 
MEAN ANYTHING?" 210 
Who is this guy? Well, you know, Mueller likes to put together anecdotes that raise 211 
suspicion — what do you think of this? 212 
Mueller has committed egregious violations against the Constitution. 213 
When his career is examined, one is left with only two options. Either he is as I allege, a 214 
political DNC operatchic in alliance with Hillary and Obama tasked with shielding them 215 
from prosecution for their crimes of collusion and corruption, or he is utterly inept and 216 
undeserving of the honor of his office. 217 
If you want a detailed accounting of the man, get Robert Mueller: Unmasked by 218 
Congressman Louie Gohmert online or request it from our website by email and we'll send 219 
it to you (within US — it's free, if from outside the US we'll have to charge for the 220 
shipping.) 221 
While serving as Asst. US Attorney and then as acting US Attorney, Mueller presided 222 
over the FBI when it got into bed with Whitey Bulger (a mob boss) and used him as an 223 
informant, who in turn used the FBI for protection while he conducted his criminal 224 
activity and fed his criminal competition to the FBI. Sweet deal! 225 
During this unholy alliance, the FBI framed four criminal competitors to Whitey for a 226 
murder they did not commit. By the way, this is not suspicion weaving — this is a FACT. 227 
It has been proved. Under Mueller's watch the FBI framed four men of a crime they did 228 
not commit. 229 
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These men were finally acquitted, after two of them died in prison, and the taxpayer laid 230 
out over 100 million dollars in reparations—and Mueller did not so much as get a slap on 231 
the wrist. He accepted no responsibility for this.  232 
Congressman Curt Weldon blew the whistle on Mueller's FBI — he had personal 233 
information and documentation proving that the FBI had been given information about 234 
Mohammed Atta (one of the ringleaders in the 9-11 attack) and three other terrorists one 235 
full year before their attack, and warned of a real danger of attack from these suspects. 236 
Mueller later admitted that the information could have allowed them to prevent the 237 
hijackings that were used in the 9-11 attack that killed 3,000 — but the FBI refused to 238 
accept that information — WHY? 239 
In fact, according to Congressman Weldon Mueller's FBI was approached by military 240 
officers working in a program authorized by the Chairman of the Join Chiefs of Staff 241 
called Able Danger, on three separate occasions with information alerting the FBI to an 242 
Al-Qaeda cell working in Brooklyn, NY — and on all three occasions they were denied by 243 
lawyers in the previous administration to transfer that information — by the way, that 244 
would be the Clinton administration. Mueller has long been a Clinton man! 245 
Listen, Al Gore knew about this — Clinton knew about this. And they went to work to 246 
punish Weldon.  247 
In 2006, the FBI injected itself into Weldon's reelection bid — what was done is described 248 
as a "hit-job." (Election tampering is nothing new for the FBI.) 249 
You should know up front that the allegations against Weldon were proved false. They 250 
attacked his daughter with an early morning raid (sound familiar?) — the attack on his 251 
daughter was a political attack and this all came out after the fact. Here is what happened. 252 
About two months or so before the election, the FBI leaked to MSM a story (does this 253 
sound familiar to you?) that Weldon and his daughter were under investigation for illegal 254 
activities involving his congressional work. No specifics, just a vague rumor that he was 255 
under investigation. (These are the same stunts they pulled in their attack on Trump.) 256 
This was reported by the MSM to the public from anonymous sources. 257 
Weldon had not received any notice that he was under investigation. 258 
Then Mueller's FBI (and there is no way the FBI would have done this without Mueller's 259 
full knowledge and approval) the FBI raided the home of Weldon's daughter at 7 AM. TV 260 
and print media were alerted to the raid in advance. (DOES ANY OF THIS SOUND 261 
FAMILIAR????) 262 
Weldon lost the election — by a narrow margin, by the way! I mean, there is no doubt 263 
this activity by Mueller's FBI tipped the election against Weldon. (ELECTION 264 
TAMPERING BY THE FBI IS NOTHING NEW.) 265 
After the election was lost, are you ready for this? Listen, nothing more was done to 266 
Weldon. No follow up questioning, no grand jury convened, nothing! It's as if it never 267 
happened. The case disappeared into thin air. 268 
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A year later, FBI contacted Weldon's daughter to come and pick up the property they had 269 
taken from her home in the raid. 270 
Frankly, I'm not sure why Bush did not look into this! Hmmm? Did it lead to a place 271 
Bush did not want to go implicating the "deep state operative" in duplicity?  272 
Obama comes in and asks Mueller to stay on for two more years — which was actually 273 
against the law since the FBI director is limited to 10 years by law. (But what does the 274 
LAW matter to guys like these? — Mueller is very concerned about a FBI policy but 275 
careless about a LAW?) 276 
After the first two-year illegal continuance of Mueller as FBI director ended, Obama's 277 
Congress continued his stay as FBI director another two years finishing out Obama's first 278 
term. He is a Clinton-Obama man through and through. 279 
During this period, Mueller's FBI used something called NSLs — National Security 280 
Letters which allows the DOJ to bypass the formality of subpoenas, to ignore the 281 
annoyance of having to apply for warrants and so on — they just send a letter to someone 282 
demanding they turn over certain information and documents and, get this, the letter 283 
includes a warning that if the recipient so much as informs anyone else about the letter 284 
they will be charged with a federal felony and will be prosecuted. (Is your head exploding 285 
yet?) 286 
Mueller used these to go on fishing expeditions to gather information on private citizens 287 
of the US — we are talking about thousands of these letters going out almost routinely. 288 
When the Inspector General finally did an investigation and exposed this to the 289 
Congressional oversight committee Mueller was caught red faced. He had no recourse but 290 
to fold, do a mea culpa, take "full responsibility" for his failure to manage his department 291 
and refused to resign saying, nobly, he must stay and correct this problem. (Raise your 292 
hand if you remember this!) 293 
Even the MSM did not ignore this one, at least not entirely. At least one story went out 294 
under the headline: "Justice Department: FBI acted illegally on data; Audit finds agency 295 
misused Patriot Act to obtain information on citizens." 296 
And then there is the matter of Ted Stevens — remember that fiasco? You don't. Oh man! 297 
Ted Stevens is the Congressman from Alaska that died in a plane accident some years 298 
ago; wait till you get the rest of this story. 299 
You need to know up front that after all was said and done to this dear man, it was 300 
proved he did nothing wrong, he was perfectly innocent of any wrongdoing, and 301 
furthermore, that those who accused him of crimes knew that he did nothing wrong. (I 302 
any of this sounding familiar?) He was framed—he was framed by Mueller's FBI. Get a 303 
load of this. 304 
He was accused of underpaying for some remodel work he had done on his Alaska cabin. 305 
When all the facts were in, it was proved he actually overpaid by 20%. 306 
So, how did the FBI pull this off? 307 
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"Relying on false records and fueled by testimony from a richly rewarded 'cooperating 308 
witness' … Mueller's prosecution team convinced jurors he was guilty and he was 309 
convicted for this 8 days before the election. He lost by less than 2% of the vote. 310 
(Election tampering against conservative leaders: twice. Leaks, early raids on family or 311 
friends, intimidation, false stories, FAKE DOSSIERs, you know the routine. Mueller is at 312 
the hub of ALL FO THIS.) 313 
In fact, a witness that would have proved his innocence was carted off by the FBI and kept 314 
from Steven's defense team.  315 
In 2009, Holder was forced to drop the case "after a report substantiated massive 316 
improprieties by the FBI and DOJ in the investigation and prosecution of Senator 317 
Stevens," Holder explained that evidence came out proving "disturbing details about the 318 
prosecution." But, of course, nothing was done to Mueller's prosecuting team — nothing. 319 
Not even a reprimand. 320 
I don't have time to go into Special Agent Joy, the whistleblower on this massive frame 321 
job done by the Mueller FBI against a Senator who was a political opponent of his boss — 322 
Obama. 323 
But the point it, it worked. Twice. And they believed Mueller was the man to make it 324 
work again. 325 
Let me tell you something. What is truly remarkable about the Mueller investigation is 326 
that he was unable, miraculously, unable to pull it off. There is a wind change my friend. 327 
Get in on it and understand it — this Sunday night, 5 PM, during my Issachar Report. 328 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me know if you see them. 329 
It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE ON and you will ride like Revere and spread 330 
the warning, (essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say LIGHTS 331 
OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and disagree strongly with me. So, what 332 
will it be today, lights on, or lights off? 333 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s brainmassage.net. Find the 334 
CONTACT button and send me an email. 335 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 336 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 337 


